Visitor Entry Requirements (Gate 1):

- Upon entry, please veer to the right upon entering the facility to the visitor's lane
- Display a valid photo ID, vehicle registration/rental car agreement
- Visitors are given a temporary parking permit*
- The guard force will designate area for parking
- Please note that you may be asked to open the hood and trunk of the vehicle and to step out of the vehicle while it is being inspected. This applies to all vehicles including taxis and rental cars. Thank you for your patience as you go through this security procedure.

*If you are driving please print and display the attached vehicle placard on your dashboard.

Visitor Processing (Visitor Center):

- Provide name of CDC contact to guard force (PFSE contacts at CDC are Julia Smith-Easley and Heather Bair-Brake)
- Guard force will notify contact of visitor arrival
- Provide a valid ID to guard force for visitor badge
- Display visitor badge above the waist and visible
- Hand-carried items will be searched, to include X-ray
- Individual searches will be performed with metal detection.

NOTE: Federal law prohibits the knowing possession or the causing to be present of firearms or other dangerous weapons in federal facilities and federal court facilities by all persons not specifically authorized by Title 18 United States Code, Section 930(c). Violators shall be subject to fine and/or imprisonment for periods up to five (5) years.

Departing the Clifton Road Facility:

- Collect all personal belongings
- Return visitor badge and parking permit upon exiting CDC property
- The concierge can provide information for cabs